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Abstract

The National Hockey League (NHL) is one of the four major sports in North America.
Following the lockout of 2004-2005, the league felt it was necessary to introduce a team
salary cap which prevents teams from spending a certain dollar amount on player salaries.
As a young player enters free agency, general managers must negotiate an efficient
contract which keeps the team under the salary cap in addition to paying the player the
necessary money for his talent. The purpose of this study is to analyze NHL player's first
and second year productiveness to find the true worth of these players as they enter free
agency and long-term contracts. To accomplish this, results were found using Ordinary
Least Squares (OLS) and Fixed Effects Models regression along with the collection of
players' first and second year NHL season between 2005 and 2009. Furthermore, this
thesis believes that NHL players increase productivity from their first to second year. If
young NHL players do increase their production from season to season, it may prove

beneficial to teams and general managers as they will be able to build a cost-efficient
team due to contracts that are suitable to each player's ability.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The National Hockey League (NHL), considered as one of the four major sports

in North America has evolved into a vast enterprise over the past couple of decades.
Before the days of free agency, multi million dollar arenas, and big paychecks, players

would look at the offseason as a way to relax, play golf, or even work a summer job.
Instead players are now working out and skating every day in order to prepare for the
next season or the next big contract. The players have to come to the realization that the
there is too much at stake financially and have made hockey a full time job all year

around. Additionally, we are seeing this same effect trickle down to young, drafted
players as they would like to prove that they belong in the league even before they have
earned any sort of cash or contract. In order to understand the factors that motivate young
players, we must first look at the rules which make up entry level contracts in the NHL.
The NHL's Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) is the general agreement

between the NHL and the National Hockey League's Player's Union (NHLPA) over

anything relating to the financial state of the players and the league. Recently, the CBA
was reformatted to better suit the financial state of the league, but it came with the

consequence of a lockout in 2004-2005 in which the entire NHL season was cancelled.
To explain the big picture of the new agreement, the new CBA offers revenue sharing

between teams in order to keep the competitive balance as neutral as possible, minimum
player salaries, and free agent age availability. Furthermore, entry level contracts were

also restructured to better suit the finances of the team salary cap. The rules for an entry
level contract are as follow:

Entry level players will be subject to a maximum annual salary of
$875,000 for 2008 draftees, $900,000 for 2009 and 2010 draftees, and
$925,000 for 2011 draftees. Players who sign their first contract at the age
18-21 are required to sign a three-year entry level contracts; players age

22-23 will be required to sign two year deals; and players age 24 will be
required to sign a one-year entry level contract

To the eye outside of professional sports, the amount of money synonymous with

an entry level contract is a sufficient motivating factor. Although the money is great, the
entry level caps on contracts have questioned whether or not young stars are getting

compensated correctly for their services. For example, teams in the NBA (National
Basketball Association) and NFL (National Football League) contract their rookies

according to draft position with no regards to price. In other words, players are paid in
accordance with the order of draft selection with no correlation to performance. The

following tables show a comparison of the top rookie salaries in the NBA to what would
be the top rookie salaries of the NHL if the two league's pay structures were the same:

1 NHL.com Collective Bargaining Agreement FAQS, http://www.com/ice/page.htm7id-26366 March 13,
2010

Table l.l2
Top Rookie Salaries in the NBA
(Over the past 5 years)
ROOKIE

ANNUAL SALARY

Andrew Bogut

$3,617,100

Andrea Bargnani

$4,501,200

Greg Oden

$4,662,000

Derrick Rose

$4,822,000

Blake Griffin

$4,983,480

Table 1.23
Top Rookie Salaries in the NHL

(Estimated by using the NBA pay scale)
(Over past 5 years)
ROOKIE

ESTIMATED ANNUEL SALARY

Alex Ovechkin

$4,596,700

Sidney Crosby

$4,100,000

Evgeni Malkin

$2,046,700

Patrick Kane

$1,937,500

Erik Johnson

$1,275,500

2Hoopsworld NBA Player Salarie. http://www.hoopsworld.com/NBASalaries.asp March 13, 2010

3 Daniel Tolensky, Inside Malkin's Contract: An In Depth Look at Entry Level SPC's
http://crashingthegoalie.com/2008/09/19/nba-nhl-max-min-salaries/ March 13, 2010

These two tables show the discrepancy between the two league's pay scales. In reality,
the rookies shown in the NHL table all only made roughly just under $1 million
regardless of their production, but the table does offer insight to what they could have

been making for their productivity compared to the rest of the league. It's vital to study
the structure of entry-level contracts in the NHL because given the capped rate; the

motivation to play for first and second year players may be altered knowing that there is a
steady salary regardless if they out-perform many of the veterans. This is one of the
driving factors behind this thesis.

Secondly, the new CBA had also implemented a salary cap which prohibits teams

from spending over a certain amount of money on player salaries. Since its inception in
2005, the cap has grown from $39 million to $56.8 million per team for the 2009-2010
season.4 Even though the $17.8 million differences is quite big and speaks volumes about

the NHL's growth as business, it is still a concern to General Managers (GM's) and head
coaches around the league. With many veteran players retiring from the NHL post

lockout, the league has seen an influx of rookie players enter and succeed in the league.
This is concerning to GM's because they must structure a team in the most efficient way:
to put a marketable and successful product on the ice in addition to keeping the team

payroll under the salary cap. Brent Cullen Estes explains the significance for GM's to
efficiently build a team by relating his view to Major League Baseball.

4 NHL numbers.com NHL Numbers Explained http://www.nhlnumbers.com/ March 14, 2010

Given the current landscape of baseball's labor market, it is especially
important for team owners and executives to be able to determine, with
some degree of certainty, a player's performance value. With skyrocketing
player salaries and the ever-diminishing realization of competitive
balance, the success of an organization hinges on its ability to make ^
correct personnel decisions in terms of signing and resigning players.

As one can see, it's just as imperative for GM's to make the right decision on
young players entering long term contracts as it is to resigning the veterans.

Unlike the other major North American sports like the NFL and/or NBA,

the NHL has guaranteed contracts which state that players will receive their full
contract regardless of injury or performance. Ultimately, this is the second

motivating factor for this thesis: the incentive for young players to continuously
perform even though they will receive every dollar from their contract. Notably,

this relates to the issue of the team salary cap because long term contracts are, for
the most part, a gamble for the team. If a player doesn't develop, he his not only
hurting is team on the ice but also taking up valuable cap room.

The focus of this study will be on NHL player production from first to

second year players. This thesis will try to prove or disprove the theory of a
"sophomore slump" in the NHL. Particularly, if players do indeed "slump," the
main point to be examined is if the decrease in production is caused by a

guaranteed salary or furthermore, the job security that comes with being under
contract. Since the study stems from the motivating factors that affect the on ice
production of the players, the end result should show a comprehensive

understanding to how and why these motivating factors affect the players. If
5Brent C. Estes, "Slugger or Slacker: A Sabermetric Assessment of Free Agency on Major League Baseball
Player Performance," Ph.D. diss., The Florida State University, 2006 p.5

players want to truly succeed in the NHL, the will to perform should outweigh the
money that comes with being a professional athlete. These are the questions that
will be answered in this thesis.

The preceding chapter has illustrated the importance and inspiration of this

study by looking briefly into the financial nature of the NHL and relating it to
player productivity. In addition, the framework for the determinants affecting
player performance in the NHL has also been touched upon to show a small
insight of how the study will be structured. Chapter II will examine previous

research relevant to player productivity as well as other scholarly articles that
relate to the topic of this thesis. This chapter also sets the framework for the
reasoning behind this study. Chapter III explains the data and methodology.

Notably, this chapter will introduce the empirical model and variables that will
test the thesis' hypothesis. In addition, the motivation behind the model and
variables will be examined. Chapter IV presents the regression results, other

findings pertaining to the results, and the difficulties that confront the study. The
fifth and final chapter concludes the thesis by summarizing the paper as well as
offering insight (present and future) pertaining to the research of player
productivity in the NHL.

CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

The field of sport economics has grown considerably over the past couple of
decades. The continuous increase of athlete popularity (and salary) has led numerous

authors to study professional sports. The following chapter will evaluate and analyze
previous research relevant to player production in the major professional sports leagues

of North America (Major League Baseball, National Football League, National
Basketball Association, Major League Soccer, and the National Hockey League).
Although there have been many studies centered on player productivity in connection

with salary, free agency, contracts, etc. it is to the best of my knowledge that this research
has not been linked to first and second year players in the NHL.

Though the question of first to second year player production hasn't been

addressed, it can be utilized to build upon previous studies of similar nature, such as
contract negotiations and player motivation in sports. Likewise, this type of research can
also be used to measure the potential of first year players as well. The following literature
review will first study player productivity throughout the major North American sports.
Specifically, previous research of this topic will be studied in two ways: Player

productivity as an independent variable and player productivity as a dependent variable.
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This type of analysis is imperative because the location of the variable may yield
particular results in relation to its location. Since the topic of this thesis focuses on player
production, it's vital to understand its meaning through other sports as well. The
proceeding section will focus on salary determinants. Notably, the team effect on player

production. By studying the effect that the team has on an individual player, we can see if
that player is performing due to individual talent or if it is the players playing with him
that contribute to his success. The final and longest section of this chapter will focus on
player motivation specifically looking at contract length and shirking. In relation to the

topic of this thesis, the factors that motivate a player could be the determinants that lead
to the increase or decrease in player production from season to season. Comprehending
the mentioned sections is important as they are the relatable topics that serve as
inspiration for this thesis.

Player Production

As stated earlier, this may be the first study to fully analyze player productivity

pertaining to first to second year NHL players. Before we can move explicitly into the

topic of this thesis, we must first define "player production" and examine how it is used
in the context of the more popular studies of general player productivity in other sports.
Moreover, the measurement for player productivity is debatable. Determining which

methodology is the most efficient depends on the study's focus. For example, if the study
wants to determine player salary in terms of player production, player production will
most likely be one of the many independent variables of the study. On the other hand, if

player productivity was solely measured from year to year, than it would be used as the

dependent variable. Although the location of the variable player production is dependent
on the results that the study is trying to find, the meaning of the variable doesn't change.

Regardless of whether the variable is independent or dependent, player production is still
defined the same way.

Player Productivity As An Independent Variable

Recently, Chad Turner and John Hakes have been exploring how productivity

patterns vary between baseball players with similar ability and how their contracts reflect
their abilities in Major League Baseball.1 Given baseball's myriad number of statistics on
individual performance, there have been numerous studies regarding player and team
production. Instead of measuring player salary as a direct function of player ability,
Turner and Hakes decided to measure the two in terms of different rates of skills,

deterioration of skills over time, and compared all of these aspects against the variation of
talent within the MLB. Intrinsically, productivity was measured against age while salary
was measured against experience and defensive positioning. Foremost, Turner and Hakes

found that baseball hitting ability peaks around the age of 27 and slowly trails off
thereafter.2 Furthermore, it's not surprising that younger stars tend to reach their highest
potential faster than "journeyman" players and continue to perform at a higher level
longer than "journeyman" players. It was also found that the salaries of younger players

are well below those of older players of similar talent.3 In conclusion, Turner and Hakes

1 Chad Turner & John Hakes, "Pay, Productivity, and Aging in Major League Baseball," MPRA No.4326
(Nov 7. 2007): 1-35

2 Ibed. 5
3 Ibed. 22
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expressed the fact that as younger players continue to enter the league, it's imperative for
managers to correctly estimate productivity rates to competitively negotiate salaries.

Doing so will force "...managers to make more cost-effective personnel decisions and
assists the calculations of rents in imperfectly competitive labor markets to inform

industry-wide policy decisions or regulatory decisions."4 It's imperative to study how the
variable player production is used in this model. Like Turner and Hakes, the study of
player production as a variable to measure overall player performance will be used in this
thesis as well.

Julianne Treme and Samuel K. Allen examined wide receivers drafted into the
NFL to see what attributes explain draft rank and the corresponding salary and

performance that accompany them into their first year in the league.5 Interestingly, Allen
and Treme added media exposure leading up to the draft as a variable to see if it does
increase draft placement. Through this method, they concluded that college players that
played in BCS conferences and were constantly under the media spotlight tended to be
drafted much earlier. While media exposure proved to be noting, player productivity in

college ultimately determined draft position and first year salary. Allen and Treme found
that speed (40-yard dash times) can improve draft position by twelve spots and an
increase in first year salary of roughly $187,000 while additional receptions in college

improves draft position by 4 spots and first year salary to increase by roughly $116,000.

Although, speed didn't directly correlate with first year performance, more games played,

4 Ibid. 22

5 Julianne Treme & Samuel K. Allen, "Widely Received: Payoffs to Player Attributes in the NFL,"
Economics Bulletin, Vol.29 No.3 (July 2009): 1-12

6 Ibid. 5
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or more catches in the NFL, both authors agreed that".. .40-yard dash times have

statistically and economically significant affects on both draft order and salary. Thus the
tremendous emphasis on improving 40-yard dash times is well placed and provides a

clear incentive for an athlete to prepare as much as possible for the Combine."7 Although
the NHL has capped entry-level contracts, Treme and Allen's conclusion of player

productivity ultimately effecting draft position correlates strongly to the topic of this
thesis. Like the NFL, the players who produce more will in turn receive a bigger long-

term contract. By measuring NHL player production, one will get a sense of the overall
increase or decrease in performance from first to second year players as they approach
long-term contracts and free agency.

David J. Berri measured how valuable an individual is to their respected team by

linking player statistics to team wins to determine a player's marginal product or worth.
Berri's model is interesting in that it combines both team and individual statistics in a

single function. Notably, Berri used a fixed effects model with the primary determinants

of offense (points, assists, field goals, shots, etc.) and defense (rebounds, steals, forced
turnovers, etc.) connected to team wins (simply points scored and points surrendered). To
counter for certain partialities like which team has greater control of the ball, Berri
designates a few variables (field goal attempts and free-throw attempts) to substitute for
opportunity during a game. For example, the team playing the faster tempo will have

more opportunities therefore their players will accumulate greater statistics.9 In addition,

7 Ibid. 6

8 David J Berri, "Who is 'Most Valuable'? Measuring the Player's Production of Wins in the National
nccWK.n Association."
A clarion." Managerial
Managerial and
and Decisional
Decisional Economics, Vol.20 No.8 (Dec. 1999): 411-42/
Basketball
9 Ibid. 415
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Berri's counter for bias' of player statistics in relativity to their position is important

because a player could be deemed valuable for his rebounding ability or the ability to
shut down an opposing teams star. As you will see, the difficulty to eliminate biases
exists in the NHL studies as well as this thesis. To eliminate biases, like the one

encountered by Barri, this thesis will measure statistics that pertain to both offensive and
defensive players to measure productivity. By doing so, this thesis can account for the
"role" players who's worth on a team may be to shut down an opposing team's scorer.

Turing again to Barri's study, a player's marginal product is a function of his ability to

maintain possession of the ball and convert his field goals. With that said, Berri found
that a player's contribution to team success in the NBA depends heavily on his
accumulation of rebounds, avoidance of turnovers, and shooting efficiency.

Turning towards the NHL, J.C.H Jones and William Walsh were the first to fully

study the effects of individual player skills in the NHL. Their 1988 study empirically
examines the extent to which skill differences, franchise conditions, and discrimination

(by player position) affects player salary.11 By using an OLS model where a player's
yearly salary (1978-1979 season) was the dependent variable and career points per game

and games played acted as the independent variables (which measure a player's "skill")

they were able to come to conclusive results. As expected, their results turned out to be
similar to the study of other sports of its time where player skill is very significant in

determining player salary.12 Like Berri's article which attempted to counter for biases in

10 Ibid. 417

11 J.C.H Jones & William D. Walsh, "Salary Determination in the National Hockey League: The Effects of
Skills, Franchise Characteristics, And Discrimination," Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Vol. 41,
no.4(Jul. 1988): 592-604

12 Ibid. 600
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statistics relative to player position, Jones and Walsh did admit that a single variable is
unlikely to capture the skill attributes of both offensemen and defensemen as each
positions productivity can be measured differently. For example, a defenseman who

doesn't necessarily score a lot of points may have a big salary because he can shut down
an opposing teams star. As stated earlier, studying these types of "role" players is
essential to this thesis because a player's on-ice success can be measured beyond just
goals and assists.

Player Productivity As The Dependent Variable

Focusing on baseball, Don N. MacDonald and Morgan O. Reynolds studied the

relationship between age, experience, and salary. Notably, they were trying to see if MLB
players were paid their marginal revenue product, meaning are the players getting

rightfully paid for their services.13 To find the answers to this study, the authors used 3
different OLS (Ordinary Least Squares) models measuring marginal revenue products for
the team, salary determinants, and a separate measure for "superstars" in the league.
Using data from the 1986-1987 MLB seasons, the authors found that veteran players (at
least seven years in the league) are indeed getting paid in accordance with their

productivity. In contrast, players that have less than veteran experience tend to get paid
less than their marginal product.14 This theory may be strongly related to free agency.
Like most professional sports in North America, free agency is a tool for athletes to sign
long term, lucrative contracts. Not having access to this as a young player definitely

13 Don. N MacDonald & Morgan O. Reynolds, "Are Baseball Players Paid Their Marginal Products?"
Managerial and Decision Economics Vol. 15 No.5 (Sep.-Oct. 1994) 443-457
Ibid. 453
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hinders their ability to achieve optimal salaries.15 As mentioned in the Hakes and Turner

article, hitting and physicality usually peak around the age of 27. If this holds true and
these players sign long term contracts into their 30's, it may mean that some players are

paid solely on what they did during their first couple of years in the league. In relation to
the study of first to second year NHL players, we may be able to use the results to

determine suitable long-term salaries. Furthermore, this same aspect can be helpful for
general managers trying to efficiently build a team under the salary cap.
Focusing on the pay-performance aspect of the professional German soccer

league Bundesliga, Benno Torgler and Sascha L. Schmidt used an OLS equation to

analyze salary structure and player performance.16 The authors measured goals and
assists against age, position, and salary to determine a player's overall performance and
their worth to their respected team. In relation to Torgler and Schmidt, this thesis will use
player productivity as the dependent variable and measure it against the factors that may

affect it. By using player productivity as the dependent variable, this thesis will be able to

achieve desirable results. Returning the focus to Torgler and Schmidt, the outcome of the
study showed that salary has a significant impact in individual performance. As the
authors put it, "relative income effects may lead to an improvement or reduction of
players' performance."17 Furthermore, unlike ice hockey where a player's offensive
worth is usually measured by both goals and assists, soccer is a game where a player's

worth is weighted towards goals rather than assists. With that said, Torgler and Schmidt

15 Ibid. 451

16 Benno Torgler & Sascha L. Schmidt, "What Shapes Players' Performance in Soccer?" Yale Centerfor
International and Area Studies. Working Paper 2005-25 pp. 1-25
Ibid. 20
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found that that age impacts the number of goals scored, but doesn't have the same impact
for assists.

Building on the idea of NHL player performance, Robert C. Mclean and Michael

R. Veall conducted a study similar to Jones and Walsh. Using the same approach as their
predecessors, Mclean and Veall again measured player performance to their yearly
salary.19 Results were essentially the same as Walsh and Jones where higher point
production tends to yield a higher salary, but Mclean and Veall also found that".. .an

older player generally gets compensated for the years he has put in."20 Aside from the
results, the approach they used was unique. By incorporating the plus/minus statistic,

which rewards players who are on the ice when a goal is scored with a plus and penalizes
a player on the ice when a goal is scored against with a minus, they were able to achieve

clearer results (especially for defenseman). This characteristic is a fairly good measure of
a player's contribution to the team's success, but it is still not perfect. For instance, a
defensive forward may be considered a superstar by his teammates or a defenseman

could be constantly matched up against the opposing team's best forwards. In addition to

integrating the plus/minus statistic, Mclean and Veall removed the variables that aren't

specific to measuring a forward's productivity such as roughness (a dummy variable) and
penalty minutes. In doing so, the results for forwards were now more specific to them.
This is important to the study of this thesis as it directly relates to the "role" player theory
mentioned in the last section. Contrary to Mclean and Veall, this thesis will not

1 Ibid. 21

19 Robert C. Mclean & Michael R. Veall, "Performance and Salary Differentials in the National Hockey
League," Canadian Public Policy- McMaster University (1987): 470-475
20

Ibid. 474
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discriminate any variables in relation to a player's position as utilizing as many variables
as possible will show more accurate results.

Marc Lavoie, Gilles Grenier, and Serge Coulombe (LGC) also addressed the issue

of player productivity in the NHL.21 Since this study was more up-to-date than the
previous two, Lavoie, Grenier, and Coulombe were able to analyze Europeans and
Americans in addition to Canadians. Using an OLS model, LGC now used points per
game as the dependent variable for measurements of productivity for both offensemen

and defensemen. Although the results of the study were focused on discrimination in
hockey between Francocanadiens, Anglocanadians, Europeans, and Americans, their
model is a fair measurement for productivity. Moreover, the authors took into
consideration, "alternative performance indices in order to isolate systematic differences

from purely random fluctuations and to compare the groups with respect to various
aspects of the game"22 In other words, coming to reasonable conclusions with respect to

the different positions of hockey. Furthermore, LGC found that the age of a player played
a factor in productivity. It was found that Americans and Europeans tended to get drafted
at an older age than both types of Candians23 (18 years old is the typical age of a player to
get drafted into the NHL). Although a player can be considered a rookie until the age of
26, this thesis will not account for a player's age.

David H. Richardson takes a different approach to studying performance in the

NHL. Specifically, by comparing a player's marginal revenue product (MRP) to their

21 Marc Lavoie, Gilles Grenier, & Serge Coulombe, "Discrimination and Performance Differentials in the
National Hockey League," Canadian Public Policy vol.13 No. 4 (Dec. 1987): 407-422
22 Ibid. 410
23 Ibid. 410
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salary, Richardson attempts to determine whether there is a monopolistic exploitation of
certain teams in the NHL.24 In order to validate his results, Richardson first determines a
player's MRP and subtracts the numerical answer from a player's marginal salary to

arrive at what he calls SURPLUS.25 Essentially, SURPLUS measures the extent to which
a player is "overpaid" or "underpaid." The estimation of the MRP concluded that there is
no evidence of a single team that has an abundance of "all-star" players. In other words,
Richardson directly states "the player reservation system does not result in significant

monopolistic exploitation."26 Furthermore, it was also found that younger players, who
sign new long term contracts, are often considered "overpaid" due to the front offices'
faith in their potential. Ultimately, a team pays money hoping that the young player

develops a high MRP.27 Richardson's results relate directly to the topic of this thesis:
Studying the increase or decrease of player performance can help in efficiently signing a
young player to the amount of money he rightfully deserves.

Salary Determinants: Team Effect On Player Production
Individual player production and the tangibles that an athlete brings to a team are

essential for the success of the whole team. The team effect on player salary is important

to study because there are certain variables that can't be measured through one athlete.
As one can see, the NHL, NBA, NFL, and MLB all are team sports and cooperation
among team members are essential for success. Moreover, it is often agreed that team
24 David H. Richardson, "Pay, Performacne, and Competitive Balance in the National Hockey League,"
Eastern Economic Journal, Vol.26, No.4 (Fall 2000): 393-417

25 Ibid. 401
26 Ibid. 413

27 Ibid. 415
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success and individual success are correlated: if the team is having success, then the
individuals of the team are cooperating and performing well enough for success.

Player production and salary is often measured objectively and subjectively.
Players have to prove that they are worth a certain dollar amount over a certain number of
years and management has to agree with them in order to finalize a contract that is

suitable for everyone. Although a player's salary is based primarily on their talent and
individual achievements, there are other variables that an individual cannot control that

may affect his worth. This is based on the theory that a player's production is more likely
to increase when better players are around him. Although, this thesis will not account for
team production in relation to individual production, it's good to study the topic in order
to speculate over the end results of the thesis.

In the study of contract incentives, Tina Heubeck and Jochen Scheuer agree that
individual performance is strongly dependent on the performance of his teammates.

28

Using hockey for example, a goaltender has a better chance for productive success if the
defensemen in front of him are better. This same theory holds true for forwards as well.
For instance, in the 2006-2007 season, the Pittsburgh Penguins' Evgeni Malkin and

Sidney Crosby won the Calder trophy and the Hart trophy respectively.29 Both are
considered "stars" in the NHL and are two of the highest paid players in the NHL. With
that being said, it's obvious that a team can play a significant role in determining

individual's salary. As stated before, salary isn't always based on production, but often
on outside determinants such as the players around him or incentives within his contract.
28 Tina Heubeck & Jochen Scheuer, "Incentive Contracts in Team Sports- Theory and Practice," University
ofHamburg, Germany (Nov. 19, 2002): 1-31

29 The Calder Trophy is given for the league rookie of the year while the Hart Trophy is given for league
MVP.
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Looking directly at the NHL, Todd Idson and Leo H. Kahane found that team

productivity has a direct effect on individual productivity, their salary, and how their

productivity is valued.30 To arrive at valid results, Idson and Kahane used the same form
of measurement on individual player productivity as the previous articles that study the
NHL such as points per game, plus/minus, penalty minutes, etc., (Jones and Walsh
(1987,1988); Lavoie et al., 1987,1992; Mclean and Veall, 1992) and compared it to a
separate OLS model which measures team productivity using the variables avg. team

points per game, coaching ability, and team revenue. Again, the author's results were in
accordance with their hypothesis when they state, ".. .team attributes have both direct
effects on individual player compensation and indirect effects through altering the rates at

which individual player productive characteristics are valued."31 In other words, a
player's scoring ability will be greater when he plays on a team that has great scoring
ability. The authors also found that greater team revenues are associated with greater
player salaries. In an example of how individual performance is linked to the

performance of teammates, Idson and Kahane consider Bernie Nicholls who played with
Wayne Gretzky on the Los Angeles Kings during the 1988-1989 season registering a
career high of 150 points. The next season, Nicholls was traded to the New York Rangers

in which his point total dropped significantly to 70 points.32 Mentioning the case of
Bernie Nicholls is crucial given the significance of the team affect. If a rookie does in

30 Todd Idson & Leo H. Kahane, "Team Effects on Conpensation: An Application to Salary Determination
in the National Hockey League," Discussion Paper Series No. 743 (Sep. 1995): 1-23

31 Ibid. 12
32 Ibid. 18
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fact decrease in production in his second year, it may be due to the changing dynamic of
the team.

Craig A. Depken II studied how wage disparities affect teamwork in the MLB

from 1985-1998. The motivation for this study stems from the increase in player salaries.
Many economists hypothesize that wage disparity may cause a decrease in team

cohesiveness and performance. To arrive at his results, Depken used the HerfindahlHirschman Index (HHI) to measure salary dispersion instead of a player's skill. Depken's
hypothesis was correct when he claims that greater wage disparity does reduce team

performance.33 In other words, the greater the difference between player salaries on a

given team, the more likely that it will negatively affect team performance and thus

affecting individual player performance as well. Depken further supports his hypothesis
by explaining that wage disparity only heightens jealousy and mistrust among players on

a team.34 Following the idea of wage disparity within a team, Depken also found that

higher total salary level positively affects team performance.35 In relation to individual
player productivity, it must be noted that Depkin's hypothesis follows along the lines of
team success affecting on field player success.

Similar to Depken, Lawrence Debrock, Wallace Hendricks, and Rodger Koenker

studied individual pay and the effecting implications it has on team production. Again, it
was

found that higher wage disparity does cause a breakdown in team cohesiveness, but

. contrast to the previous study, the authors concluded that inequality and the perception

33 Craig A. Depken II, "Wage Disparity and Team Productivity: Evidence From Major League Baseball,"
Department ofEconomics University of Texas at Arlington (Sep. 23, 1999): 87-92
34 Ibid. 92
35 Ibid. 92
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of unfair treatment given to certain players played an important role to lowering team

morale.36 To counter for wage disparity, the authors' state, "teams that employ a
combination of workers that are more even in quality (as measured by their market

salaries) have an advantage over teams in which there is more heterogeneous quality."37
If players as well as teammates feel a sense of equality, then the increase of team morale
will translate to success on the field. Furthermore, this same theory can be applied to
young players who are just entering any professional sports league. It is much easier to
perform knowing you're on a team where there is equal treatment as opposed to a team

where certain players are singled out due to their ego and talent. This ties into the team
aspect of the thesis as player equality and a sense of belonging could be a determinant of
player production. With that said, it is important to note that this thesis will not be using

the team affect as one of its measures and base player performance from season to season
on statistics alone.

Motivation: Shirking and Contract Length

Finding the motivation that athletes use to perform at their highest level game
after game is difficult to do. If one were to remove the motivational factors, a player's
skill and talent are the two ideas that instantly come to mind when mentioning daily

performance, but as statistical inference might prove; there are many factors that play a
role in determining effort. To get a better understanding of these ideas, one needs to
understand "shirking" and its application to professional sports. To shirk is to avoid work

36 Lawrence Debrock, Wallace Hendricks, & Roger Koenker, "Pay and Performace: The Impact of Salary
Distribution On Firm-Level Outcomes in Baseball," Journal ofSports Economics, 5 (2004): 243-261

37 Ibid. 253
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or other responsibilities because of laziness.38 Its relevance to athletes is shown when the
time comes to sign a new, long-term contract. By focusing on contract years and shirking,
we will gain a clearer view of how this can be applied to first to second year NHL
players.

Turning away from athletics, Richard Cantor studied the effects of work effort
and contract length and stated that the longer the contract, the likelihood that workers

shirk will increase as well.39 By measuring worker ability and total productivity against
effort, contract length, and risk in separate OLS models, it was found that a longer

contract had been shown to positively affect the worker's decision to put fourth effort.40
Conclusively, Cantor claims that contract length should ".. .be chosen to assure that

future wage revisions are potent enough to induce effort every period."41 The mentioned
study was used to show the general picture of how shirking and contract length can be
related to each other.

Work effort and contract length can also be carried over into the sports world.
Anthony Krautmann studied the performance of players before and after signing long

term contracts to see if shirking was a plausible factor.42 Similar to Cantor's model,
Krautmann uses a player's marginal physical product and effort as dependent variables

while increased effort, other inputs of production, random variables, time remaining on a

38 Shirk, Wikipedia: The Free Online Encyclopedia. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shirk. 27 Jan. 2010

39 Richard Cantor, "Work Effort and Contract Length," Economica, New Series, Vol. 55, No. 219 (Aug.
1988): 343-353

40 Ibid. 350

41 Ibid. 350
42 Anthony C. Krautmann, "Shirking or Stochastic Productivity in Major League Baseball?" Southern
Economic Journal, Vol.56, No.4 (Apr. 1990): 961-968
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contract, and other factors affecting effort as independent variables. Ultimately, the study
found no evidence of shirking and argues that it's a baseball player's stochastic

productiveness that leads to the perception of shirking.43 Krautmann claims, "We found
no evidence that proximity to the contract talks adversely affected performance, and

conclude that these vague allegations of shirking are merely a statistical artifact."44 If this
holds true, than regardless of whether a player is shirking or not, his performance will
tend to vary around his mean production. Furthermore, the study also speculates about
the estimation of a player's worth and long term contracts. Although the study doesn't
explain this situation, it's noted that long term contracts are due to high transaction costs

and insurance purposes in terms of signing a player. If a young player can prove that he
belongs in the league and produces at a substantial rate for a couple of years, than it
would make sense to secure their services for the long run even though it is unknown to
how they will produce during that time.

To confirm Krautmann's study, Benjamin D. Grad found similar conclusions, but

took a different approach to get there. Foremost, each respected hypothesis is different in
that Krautmann focused on the evidence of shirking in the first year of long-term

contracts while Grad focused on the additional effort immediately preceding free agency

in anticipation of a lucrative contract. Though both authors measurement of shirking were

identical, Grad decided to use a total player rating which takes into account a "player's

winning percentage in comparison with their offensive and defensive production."45 By

43 Ibid. 967
44 Ibid. 967

45 Benjamin D. Grad, "A Test of Additional Effort Expenditure in the 'Walk Year' for Major League

Baseball Players," The University Avenue Undergraduate Journal ofEconomics Vol.2 No. 1 (1998). 1-18
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using the total player rating, the validity of Grad's results may prove to be slightly greater
than Krautmann's. In the end, Grad found no evidence of increased effort by players in

their "walk year" (the year before a player becomes a free agent).46 Both of the preceding
articles play an important role in relation to the topic of this thesis. If shirking were

proved to be true, than we may see players decrease their productivity in the proceeding
season due to a number of factors. On the other hand, if shirking did not exist, than player
productivity should increase as it is believed that the players are putting fourth their best
effort. As one can see, shirking and the motivational determinants that entail are
important in the study of first to second year NHL players.

Although the preceding papers claim that stochastic player productivity leads to

the perception of shirking, there are many front office personnel that would argue the
theory of shirking. For instance, when asked about the possibility of players shirking

during the year proceeding a new long term contract, Larry Lucchino, then president of
the San Diego Padres claims, "It depends on the mentality of the individual player. Some

are more financially motivated than others. It's human nature (for performance to be

affected by playing for a contract).47 After noting the opinions of front office
management, Grad does speculate to why player's increase or decrease effort.

A possible explanation for this small difference is that while on average

players perform the same in both cases, an individual player may have a
significantly better or worse than average performance in the walk year
due to the additional pressure of looming free agency.

46 Ibid. 10
47 Benjamin D. Grad, "A Test of Additional Effort Expenditure in the 'Walk Year' for Major League
Baseball Players," The University Avenue Undergraduate Journal ofEconomics Vol.2 No. 1 (1998): 1-18

48 Ibid. 11
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The pressures of a contract would likely change the performance of any individual in any
work environment. In relation to the Grad's study specifically, MLB players would have
to worry about salary loss, endorsements, media, and other outside variables that may
indirectly affect one's performance. Whatever the case, there clearly is an incentive for
players to do well in their walk year regardless if they under-perform or over-perform.
Other economists believe there is still insufficient evidence for shirking to exist.
Joel G. Maxcy studied the variables that induce a player to maximize effort. To
accomplish this, Maxcy compared players who are nearing contract negotiations to other
players by measuring their desire to play as well as their performance once they enter the
game. The end result rejects the theory of strategic behavior, but offers insight to
productivity before and after contract negotiations. For example, Maxcy found that
playing time increased during a player's walk off year when he states, ".. .players strive
for more playing time to enhance their bargaining strength at the contract tables or
managers overuse the player because the team may lose him in the upcoming off

season."49 Moreover, the results also showed that players who are deemed healthy during
a long-term contract received an increase in playing time. However, pitchers were more
likely to be placed on the disabled list due to injury. Though it's only a speculation,
Maxcy implied that this was the only hint of strategic behavior as clubs may be choosing

to protect an investment.50 In the end, Maxcy believes that shirking doesn't exist given
the opportunity that is present to a professional athlete. It's good to note Maxcy's idea of
spending time on the disabled list to protect an investment because in the end, a team

49 Joel G. Maxcy, Rodney D. Fort, & Anthony C. Krautmann, "The Effectiveness of Incentive Mechanisms
in Major League Baseball," Journal ofSports Economics Vol.3 No.3 (Aug. 2002): 246-255

50 Joel G. Maxcy, Rodney D. Fort, & Anthony C. Krautmann, "The Effectiveness of Incentive Mechanisms
in Major League Baseball," Journal ofSports Economics Vol.3 No.3 (Aug. 2002): 246-255
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would want to get the most out of a greatly paid player. Although this thesis doesn't
account for injuries, it's important to note its significance because a decrease in player
production may be a result from it.

Daniel R. Marburger compared MLB players before and after the era of free

agency to see which generation of players had greater productivity.51 Theoretically, the
era of free agency should have greater productivity due to performance incentives
keeping the player's effort honest. In comparing the two era's of baseball Marburger
concluded, "free agents with one and two year contracts outperform comparable reserve

era players over the same time frame."52 Moreover, the author explained that compared to
players that are in the final year of their contract, non-contract year players do have that
incentive to shirk knowing that the money is guaranteed, but the incentive to shirk is
ambiguous. Marburger implies that, "the incentive for free agents to reap the benefits
from future recontracting exceeds the incentive to shirk during the contract."

Evan C. Holden and Paul M. Sommers believe that shirking does exist within the

MLB. Measuring players who filed for free agency at the end of the 2003 season, Holden
and Sommers used slugging average and on-base percentage for hitters and earned run
average and walks divided by innings pitched to analyze each player's productivity.
They also divided players into four age groups to see if age played a factor in production.
For both hitters and pitchers of each age group, all four categories of performance data

51 Daniel R. Marburger, "Does the Assignment of Property Rights Encourage or Discourage Shirking?
Evidence From Major League Baseball," Journal ofSports Economics Vol.4 NoA (Feb. 2003):19-34
52 Ibid. 19
Ibid. 31

54 Evan C. Holden & Paul M. Sommers, "The Influence of Free-Agent Filing on MLB Player
Performance," Middlebuty College Economics Discussion Paper No.05-07 (June 2005): 1-6
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showed an improvement before their contract year, and a decline in improvement the year
following the signing.55 Moreover, the authors believe that age and contract length are
related at the conclusion of their study.

"The youngest players exhibit the smallest decline, largely because they
will have the opportunity to sign another contract before they retire...If
individuals work harder their contract years (and less hard the years after),
then management has an incentive to sign players to shorter contracts"

Holden and Sommer's theory on shirking and shorter contract length would make sense if
the players they were studying were not of "star" quality. For example, the incentive for a
team to sign an average player to a short term contract would benefit the team because if
the player over achieves, then the team has the option of signing him to a longer contract

the following year, but if the player doesn't produce, than the team can cut ties with him
at a very low cost. As mentioned earlier, this falls in the category of cost efficient
contract negotiations and is relatable to player production and young NHL players
entering contract negotiations.

Furthermore, Krautmann and David J. Berri studied shirking in the National

Basketball Association (NBA) and were indifferent on the results of their work.57 The
reason for the confusion is due to the two different measures of productivity in their

model: looking at points per game for players to measure productivity in addition to the
traditional economic measure such as marginal product. With that said, they found
evidence of shirking using the player productivity measure but not with the measure of

55 Ibid. 2
56 Ibid. 3

57 David J. Berri & Anthony C. Krautmann, "Shirking on the Court: Testing for the Incentive Effects of
Guaranteed Pay," Economic Inquiry 44, No. 3 (Jul. 18,2006): 536-546
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marginal product. In the end of their study, the authors agreed that there is no valid
evidence of shirking in the NBA because it is just too difficult to prove that a player is or
isn't giving maximum effort.

One of the few studies that looked specifically at long-term contracts and work
effort, Kevin J. Stiroh hypothesized that NBA players increase work effort just before a
new contract to secure a more lucrative deal and then reduce the effort after the multiyear
contract is signed.58 Stiroh also cited incentives as strong motivating factors for players to
put fourth additional effort right before signing a new contract. For instance, a one-point

increase for a player's career points per game is related to an annual salary increase of
over $300,000.59 To see how the study was formatted, Stiroh runs three different

regressions that include individual performance and wages, individual performance and

contract status, and individual performance and team performance to test the theory of
shirking in the NBA. Notably, individual performance was measured as the independent
variables (points, assists, rebounds, blocks, etc.) while wages, contract status, and team
performance were used as the dependent variables. Stiroh sums up his results by stating
that his hypothesis was correct.

The results show that performance improves in the year before a new
contract is signed as workers increase effort to convince employers of
their high ability and earn more lucrative long-run contracts. Once the
contract is signed however, overall performance declines, which provides
evidence that these changes are indeed contract-related incentive effects.

58 Kevin J. Stiroh, "Playing For Keeps: Pay and Performance in the NBA," Economic Inquiry, Vol.45, No. 1
(Jan. 2007): 145-161

59 Ibid. 146
60 Ibid. 160
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Furthermore, it's important to note that individual incentives affect team play as well.
Stiroh also found that the number of wins is negatively correlated with the number of
players who just signed multiyear contracts.61 The nature of long-term contracts is like a
double edged sword: a valuable incentive when workers are fighting for them, but an
opportunity to shirk when workers have them.

Incentives or bonuses in player contracts also are important motivational factors.

Tina Heubeck and Jochen Scheuer compared incentive clauses of players' contracts in

German soccer, the NFL, and the NBA to observe the effort put fourth by the players.62
In addition to the obvious incentives stated on a contract, Heubeck and Scheuer found
subjective performance measures which aren't explicitly stated in a contract and are
usually induced by management to be effective as well. In other words, these subjective

measures are formed by competition within the team. For instance, in order for to be in
position to meet contract bonuses, a player must survive cuts and remain on the team

before the season, out-perform others in order to stay on the team during the season, and
constantly be able to play in the games. These opportunities depend on the subjective
evaluation of the coaches. According to the authors, "Tournaments, in various forms...

are the most important device to influence the players' behavior."63 Furthermore, by
maintaining exceptional performance over a couple of seasons, a player would qualify for
a longer and more lucrative contract in the future. The results hint that shirking does not

exist as much as others perceive, especially when it comes to 1st and 2nd year players. For

Ibid. 160

62 Tina Heubeck & Jochen Scheuer, "Incentive Contracts in Team Sports- Theory and Practice," University
ofHamburg, Germany (Nov. 19,2002): 1-31
Ibid. 17
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example, if a 1st year player wishes to remain in the league, then he must be able sustain
exceptional performance, especially in the years leading up to the signing of a long term

contract. A decline in performance would result in a significant loss to salary as well as
job security.

There are many conflicting viewpoints regarding the topic of shirking and
contract length. In the end, it's impossible to tell if athletes do in fact perform better in
hopes of receiving a greater contract or shirk for the proceeding year knowing that the
money is guaranteed. The problem with studying shirking is that there is no definitive
way to measure a player's effort. Although the focus of the study has been on veteran

players, the same questions can be addressed in regards to shirking and the productivity

of 1st and 2nd year NHL players. Although shirking won't be used as a determinant of this

thesis, it could be a significant factor in relation to decreased player performance. As the
idea of a "sophomore slump" stems from the idea of shirking, its value will be noted in
the results chapter.

CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY/DATA

The purpose of the methodology/data chapter is to introduce the empirical model
and show how it relates to the topic of this thesis. Notably, the analysis of the variables
used in the empirical model in addition to the explanation of data sources, samples, and

the time frame being used. The most efficient way to achieve desirable results from 1st to
2nd player productivity in the NHL is to measure the data quantitatively. Doing so is
important for a couple of reasons: the data is relatively easy to acquire and collect, and a

quantitative approach would also assure that the results and conclusions are generalized
to a bigger population. The results of the model will be presented and discussed in the
following chapter.
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Data Collection and Requirements

NHL.com Statistical Player database and Hockeydb.com were the two sources

used to accumulate all of the necessary data. The NHL Statistical Database has the

statistics of every player that played in the NHL over the past ten years and was the

primary source used.1 Hockeydb contains the statistics of almost every player that has
played a high level of organized hockey and was utilized in this study when the
whereabouts of certain players from one year to next were needed to be known.

Since the study is on 1st to 2nd year player productivity in the NHL, the players
observed were considered as rookies one year, and played at least one NHL game the
following season. The guidelines that determine a rookie are as follows: a player must
have played fewer than 25 NHL games the previous year or fewer than 26 NHL games

the previous two years as well as being under the age of 26 by September 15 of the

season in which he is eligible to be a rookie.3 For instance, if a player played 20 NHL
games one year, he would still be considered a rookie the following year. In terms of
measurement, only a player's "true" rookie season would be considered. In addition to
being a rookie, the players in the data set were all forwards. As stated in the literature

review, measuring a player's productiveness or worth is often difficult since one variable
cannot be the lone factor. It's even more difficult to measure the productivity of a
defenseman in the NHL given that their worth is dependent on many other factors besides

scoring (i.e. shutting down an opposing teams star; something that cannot be measured

1 NHL.com Individual Player Statistics http://www.nhl.com/ice/playerstats.htm Jan. 2010

2 Hockeydb.com The Internet Hockey Database http://hockeydb.com/ Jan. 2010

3 NHL All-Rookie Team Wikipedia: The Online Encyclopedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NHLAllRookie Team Feb.9, 2010
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realistically). With the exception of a few, a forward's productivity is essentially
measured by points scored and thus is the easiest position to analyze in hockey.

Overall, 310 observations were studied taking into consideration that each
player's statistical year is independent. In terms of the number of players analyzed, 155

players were studied over a two year span in which their 1st and 2nd year seasons were
measured and compared. Players that qualified as a rookie their first year but didn't play

in the NHL in their second season due to injury, decreased performance, or incentives to
go over seas to play were excluded from the study. Although the number of players that

fit these criteria was small, their lack of second year statistics would have skewed the
results. Essentially, they were removed to increase the accuracy of the study.
Furthermore, the time frame used in this study stretches over four complete seasons

(excluding playoffs) between the years of 2005 to 2009. During this time frame, a player
was analyzed twice: once during his first year and again in the following year.

Motivation: Focusing On The Topic and The Model
The intent of this section is to look at previous studies related to the topic of this

thesis in order to create the framework for an empirical model describing the
determinants of player productivity in the NHL. Since the study of player production

from first to second year players in any sport does not currently exist, studies of similar
nature must be built upon in order to conduct a thorough investigation of the thesis topic.
Although there were numerous studies on player productivity, it's necessary to focus on
the few that have a similar relationship to the thesis.
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The motivation for the topic of this thesis stems from the theory of shirking,

especially during contract years. Shirking, as stated from the literature review chapter, is
the act of avoiding work or other responsibilities so its application can be strongly
correlated to the theory of a "sophomore slump." In other words, players may shirk in
their second season due to increased job security and guaranteed salary.

Although, the model for this thesis measures player productivity, the studies done
on shirking may offer insight to the idea of increased or decreased player productivity
over a two season span. For example, Anthony Krautmann's study on player performance
in the MLB found that a player's decrease in productivity after signing a long-term

contract is completely stochastic in nature.4 This theory is supported by other authors
such as Benjamin Grad who not only confirms Krautmann's results, but builds upon them

by claiming that the pressure to perform affects individuals differently.5 Furthermore, the
difficulty in conducting these studies lies in the measurement of effort. Notably, the
working papers that reflect the theory of shirking agree that measuring individual effort
and interpreting the results as valid were the most difficult task of the studies. Moreover,

like most of the hypotheses of the previous studies, this paper follows the same path and
believes that shirking is a notion of individual conviction. As an NHL rookie, the risk of
shirking during their second year is too great given the incentives and opportunities being
offered to him. If a player wishes to remain on the team and keep his job secure, then he
will most likely put fourth his best effort from game to game.

4 Anthony C. Krautmann, "Shirking or Stochastic Productivity in Major League Baseball?" Southern
Economic Journal, Vol.56, No.4 (Apr. 1990): 961-968

5 Benjamin D. Grad, "A Test of Additional Effort Expenditure in the 'Walk Year' for Major League
Baseball Players," The University Avenue Undergraduate Journal ofEconomics Vol.2 No.1 (1998): 1-18
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Given the scarce amount of studies that focus on player production in the NHL,
Jones and Walsh (1987,1988); Lavoie et al., (1987,1992); and Mclean and Veall, (1992)
are the few that not only focused on NHL player production directly, but their studies
provide a transparent view of how player production can be measured in terms of first to
second year players. In order to find a suitable model for this thesis, both player

productivity models from the respected working papers were taken into consideration, but
in order to achieve results that are sufficient to this study, they had to be altered.

Foremost, to measure player productivity, all studies used a regression model
relating some sort of variable as player productivity to individual player skill attributes
(the determinants of player productivity). For example, in trying to find salary

determinants in the NHL, J.C.H. Jones and William D. Walsh used a player's individual

yearly salary and measured it against their skill attributes to determine their productivity.6
Marc Lavoie, Gilles Grenier, and Serge Coulombe (LGC) took a similar approach to

Jones and Walsh in terms of the model that they used. Again they measured a variable

representing player productivity against skill attribute variables. What changed from the
former was the determination of the dependent variable. In contrast to yearly salary, LGC

utilized a player's points per game statistic as the dependent variable.7 Furthermore, the
model of this thesis takes an approach similar to LGC and uses a direct measure of player
production as the dependent variable (this will be expanded upon later in the chapter). On
the other hand, the independent variables that are used vary considerably from the

6 J.C.H Jones & William D. Walsh, "Salary Determination in the National Hockey League: The Effects of
Skills, Franchise Characteristics, And Discrimination," Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Vol. 41,
no.4(Jul. 1988): 592-604

7 Marc Lavoie, Gilles Grenier, & Serge Coulombe, "Discrimination and Performance Differentials in the
National Hockey League," Canadian Public Policy vol.13 No. 4 (Dec. 1987): 407-422
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previous studies. For instance, instead of using variables such as height, weight, and age

as determinants of on-ice production, this thesis will use variables that have more of a
direct correlation with on-ice performance. By using variables that have a more of a
direct correlation with on-ice performance, the results should show the individual

variables that have the greatest affect on a player's productiveness. In turn, we should be
able to study how or why these variables have such an affect. Again, this will be touched
upon later in this chapter.

Independent Variables: The Determinants of Plaver Productivity

Given the abundance of variables that can affect a player's productivity, it's

difficult to determine which are important enough to explain productivity. The variables
that directly and indirectly affect productivity are also known as the independent

variables. Since the goal of this paper is to determine player productivity from 1st to 2"
year players to see if a "sophomore slump" exists, the independent variables being used
are solely extrinsic. In other words, the independent variables are the on-ice determinants
that affect player productivity. There are eleven independent variables in this study and
they are as follows: rookie, games played, average time ice per game, shots, plus/minus,
penalty minutes, block shots, changed team, year 06-07, year 07-08, and year 08-09.
Table 3.1 is a summary of the independent variables and their respected abbreviations.
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Table 3.1

Summary of Variables
Variable

Abbreviation

Rookie

ROOKIE

Games Played

GP

Plus/Minus

+/-

Shots

SHOTS

Penalty Minutes

PIMS

Block Shots

BLKSHTS

Average Time on Ice per Game

TOI/G

Change Team

CHG.TM

Year 2006-2007

YR06-07

Year 2007-2008

YR07-08

Year 2008-2009

YR08-09

In forming a regression equation, player performance or player productivity (y-axis) will
be measured against the ten independent variables (x-axis) to prove or disprove the
existence of a sophomore slump. Furthermore, the multiple layers of data for each player
over an amount of time can be defined as time-series, cross-sectional data. Since this
thesis used time-series data as a means for collecting player information, a pooled
regression will be used to measure the data. Notably, instead of seeing if a sophomore
slump exists for each player, a pooled regression will measure the entire data as an
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average. Moreover, an extra intercept or "dummy" variable ultimately differentiates a
pooled regression from a regular regression. This will be touched upon later when each
independent variable is studied more closely. The final equation will be in an Ordinary
Least Squares (OLS) regression equation which uses the additive production function.
Specifically, the equation will look as follows:

Log(Yplayer production^ (30+ pirookie + (32GP + (33TOI/G + (34shots +
05+/- + 06PIMS + (37blkshts + p8chg.tm +
(39yr06-07 + (310yr07-08 + (3nyrO8-O9 + 8;
(3.1)

Since the data collected is stochastic and not evenly distributed due to the large

sample size, the regressions will be calculated by taking the logarithm of the dependent
variable. By taking the logarithm of player production, the range of the data set will be
reduced to better fit the mean. Doing so will reduce the odds of encountering nonnormality when the regression is calculated. Furthermore, the interpretation of the results

must be altered as well. For instance, if positive beta-1 rookie increases by one, than
player productivity (Y) would increase by approximately 100*X=Z% (X being the
coefficient value of beta-1 rookie and Z being the answer in terms of percentages). With
that said, each variable in the equation above is chosen to help explain the differences in
player productivity in the NHL.

The first variable, rookie, ultimately is the variable that this thesis revolves
around. As you know, the thesis is trying to prove or disprove the theory of a "sophomore
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slump," so it's essential to know how the variable works in accordance with the
regression equation. Since a player is only going to be studied over 2 seasons, his first
year and second year in the league, the rookie variable is a dummy variable where 0
represents the player's first year in the league (rookie) and a 1 will represent the player's
second year in the league. Furthermore, in originating a hypothesis for this thesis, it's

predicted that the rookie variable will have a negative affect on player productivity
meaning that a player's productiveness will not decrease from his first to second year.

The pressure to perform and remain in the league is too great for a young player to shirk
during his second year. In explaining the incentives that keep athletes performing at their
best, Heubeck and Scheuer agree that athletes need to be motivated if they wish to remain

on a team and receive their maximum compensation.8 Moreover, in relation to the
disproval of shirking, the theory of stochastic player productivity offered by Krautmann

extends beyond shirking and offers strong evidence that a "sophomore slump" may be a

myth as well.9
The second variable, TOI/G or average time on ice per game, measures the
average amount of minutes a player spends on the ice per game. This statistic is

calculated by taking the total minutes a player spent on the ice during the season divided
by the amount of games that a player played in. Furthermore, increased ice time also
translates into how valuable a player is to their team. This variable is significant towards
player production because a player that spends more time on the ice will have more

8 Tina Heubeck & Jochen Scheuer, "Incentive Contracts in Team Sports- Theory and Practice," University
ofHamburg, Germany (Nov. 19,2002): 1-31

9 Anthony C. Krautmann, "Shirking or Stochastic Productivity in Major League Baseball?" Southern
Economic Journal, Vol.56, No.4 (Apr. 1990): 961-968
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opportunity to increase his productivity. Moreover, it's predicted that the variable will
have a positive affect in relation to player productivity. Assuming that most rookies in the

study performed well enough to remain in the league for the following season, their value
would only increase. Since the amount of ice time a player receives is subjective to the

coach, it's only fitting that a player would receive more ice time in his second season. If
the previous notions hold true, then it would only further disprove the "sophomore
slump."

The third independent variable shots can be defined as any attempt to put the puck
on net. In order for a player to be credited with a shot, the puck must either go into the net

as a goal or off any part of the goalie. If the player misses the net or hits the post then the
attempt would not be counted as a shot. The amount of shots a player takes is valuable to
the contribution of his productivity because a shot on net has a good chance of either
going into the net as a goal or rebounding off the goalie in which another teammate
scores and the shooter gets an assist. Essentially, shooting the puck as much as possible
can only help increase player productivity. Additionally, it's predicted that shots will

have a positive affect when measured against player production. As a player goes into his
second season, he will shoot the puck more often due to an increase to his on ice
confidence.

The fourth variable, +/- or plus/minus, measures the production of a line (5

players: 3 forwards and 2 defensemen) that has either scored a goal for or given up a goal
against. Specifically, each player on the ice is rewarded with a plus if he is out on the ice
when his team scores a goal or he is credited with a minus if he is out on the ice when the

other team scores a goal. Although not perfect, Robert Mclean and Michael Veall believe
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that the plus/minus statistic is a fairly good measurement of a player's contribution to
team success.10 Its imperfections arise because a talented player on a poor team may have
a negative plus/minus or the fourth line (a.k.a. checking line) will systematically be
opposed to the best offensive lines of the opposite team. Moreover, predicting the

outcome for the plus/minus variable is a difficult task. In relation to the hypothesis that
"sophomore slumps" do not exist, second year players will most likely achieve a higher
or "positive" plus/minus when compared to their first year. The improvement definitely
depends on the player's team and how efficient they are offensively and defensively.
The next variable PIMS, or penalty in minutes, occurs when a player engages in
illegal conduct on the ice either by using their stick or body. Penalty minutes vary

depending on the severity of the penalty. For example, penalty minutes range from 2
minutes for a hook or a tripping call to 5 minutes or expulsion from the game for a
fighting major. Clearly, penalties will have a negative effect on player production

because the more penalty minutes a player accumulates, the less time he would spend on
the ice and thus the less chance of increasing his productivity. Although penalties are
perceived as a negative variable, some players in the study will accumulate a great

number of penalty minutes based on their playing style. Strategically, a team will have a
couple players that only fight or body check for purposes like protecting the star player or

being perceived as an overall "tough" team. In this study, PIMS will measure the
aggressiveness of the players.

The sixth independent variable blkshts, or block shots, is the act of blocking a

shot with any part of your body or stick before it reaches goalie. Although the goaltender
10 Robert C. Mclean & Michael R. Veall, "Performance and Salary Differentials in the National Hockey
League," Canadian Public Policy- McMaster University (1987): 470-475
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is the primary defender of the net, a team will be much better defensively if the players in
front of goalie stop the shot before it gets to him. The more block shots a team has, the
more likely they will win. Furthermore, though shot blocking is primarily a defensive
stat, it can be used to create opportunity for scoring chances. For instance, if a forward

blocks the opposing defenders shot from the blue line, depending on the location of the
puck, the forward can quickly transition to the opposing team's zone to try and score a
quick goal. Given that the variable is defensive oriented and the study is only measuring

the productivity of 1st and 2nd year forwards, its unknown on how it will affect player
productivity. Again, a player's playing style will be a deciding factor to the outcome.
The seventh variable measures if a player has changed teams during his first or

second years. As a dummy variable, a player who hasn't changed team within the time
frame would be given a 0 while players who have changed teams will be given a 1. Not
many players change teams during their first couple of years as most rookie contracts
span over 3 years, but it can offer insight to see if shirking exists with the few players that
did find new teams. Players may have requested trades or been traded early in their career
due to lack of playing time, not fitting into a team's system, or managements perception
of their playing ability and potential. With that said, it's predicted that changing teams

will have a small affect on player production considering the data as a whole. For the
players that were traded, the variable will have a greater impact because going to a new
team would mean new opportunity; an extrinsic incentive that may excite the player to
perform better than when he was on his old team.

The last three variables, YR06-07, YR07-08, and YR08-09 are dummy variables
used to measure the productiveness of each year. The year 2005-2006 was not included
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because it is considered a bench mark year for the study. If a player crossed any of the
years during his two year study period, he was given a 1 regardless if he was a rookie or
sophomore. If a player wasn't measured in one of the years, than he was given a 0. Since
each player's 1st and 2nd years of playing are considered independent of each other, a
player who crosses over the two seasons that are being accounted for could be given a 1
in both of his rookie and sophomore seasons. By assigning players to the years that they

played in, it will be possible to measure the average productiveness of the players who
played in a particular season. For instance, one season my have been more productive

than the others so the year variables can offer insight to why this may be possible. Since
the variables only account for players that played in a certain year, it's unknown to how a
particular season will affect player productivity as a whole.

Furthermore, separate regressions in relation to a specific season in which a

player played in will also be accounted for. In other words, in addition to calculating the
two pooled regressions, the players (data) will be separated and measured according to

the seasons they were considered a rookie and a sophomore. In all, there will be eight
different regression equations, each measuring against player productivity: the two

pooled regressions, and the specific seasons in which they were considered a rookie and a
sophomore (years 2005-2006/2006-2007, years 2006-2007/2007-2008, and years 2007-

2008/2008-2009). By measuring players based on their specific time period, it will be

seen if a certain season of players are more or less productive than the others. This will
also give the study insight to the factors that are determining such a change in
productivity from year to year.
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As stated earlier, there are ten independent variables that will be used to measure
the change in player productivity to prove or disprove the theory of a "sophomore

slump." Overall, there will be eight separate regression equations to determine the

outcome of the thesis. To the best of my knowledge, there has been no previous research
that focuses directly on 1st to 2nd year player production which has made the model of this
thesis somewhat new. With that said, the model does incorporate some of the same

variables as other studies of NHL player performance, but it has been adjusted to better
suit this thesis. This adjusted model will give a more accurate reading of the determinants
affecting the performance of NHL players. Table 3.2 gives the expected signs for each
independent variable.

Table 3.2

Expected Signs for the Independent Variables
Independent Variable

Predicted Sign

Rookie

Positive

Average Time on Ice Per Game

Positive

GP

Positive

Shots

Positive

Plus/Minus

Positive

Penalties in Minutes

Negative

Block Shots

Unknown; depends on the player's playing

Changed Team

Slightly Positive

Year 06-07

Unknown

style
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Year 07-08
Year 08-09

Unknown
Unknown

Dependent Variables: The Measures of Plaver Productivity

As mentioned earlier, it is difficult to measure player productivity with just a few
variables. Now that the independent variables have been established, they will be

measured against player productivity (dependent variables) to determine the results of the
thesis. There are numerous ways that player performance or productivity can be
measured, but since the focus of the thesis is on all rookie forwards over a 4 season span,

goals and assists will be used separately to determine player productivity.

In the NHL, a goal is scored when the entire puck crosses the goal line and is
credited to the last player to touch it from the scoring team. Goals are an important

measure in determining player productivity because it directly affects a team's offensive
production. For a first year player, it is often difficult to accumulate many goals because

of the speed, strength, and timing of the opposing players that have played multiple years
in the league.

Assists are the second dependent variable being measured for player productivity.

To register an assists, a player must touch the puck before it is put into the net by the goal
scorer. This can be done in many ways including direct and indirect passes, shots that

rebounded off the goalie and were put in by the goal scorer, or any time the puck touches
player x and goes to player y who puts it in the goal. In contrast to goals, assists can be
awarded to two different players on one goal scoring play. With that being said, it is
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somewhat easier for most players to accumulate more assists than goals in a season,

especially when it comes to 1st year players. When substituting goals and assists for
player production in the regression equation, the two final pooled equations will look as
follows:

Log(Ygoals)= po+ Pirookie + (32GP + p3TOI/G+ (34shots
+ (35+/.+ P6PIMS + p7blkshts + p8chg.tm +

(39yr06-07 + (3i0yr07-08 + pnyr08-09 + 8;
(3.2)

Log(Yassists)= pOv+ Pi rookie + P2GP + p3TOI/G + p4shots + p5+/- +
P6PIMS + p7blkshts + Pschg.tm + p9yr06-07 +
P10yr07-08 + (3nyr08-09 + 8i

(3.3)

The six season specific equations will be similar as the pooled equations but will
omit the year variables. Since a four season time frame was used for this study, players
were separated based on when they were considered a rookie and a sophomore. The three
possible combinations for this measurement are: years 2005-2006/2006-2007, years

2006-2007/2007-2008, and years 2007-2008/2008-2009. Again, the model will measure
the remaining eight on-ice independent variables against the dependent variables which
measure player production. They will look as follows:
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Log(YGoals)= (30+ Pirookie + P2GP + p3TOI/G + p4shots + p5+/- +
P6PIMS + p7blkshts + p8chg.tm + 8j

(3.4)

Log(YAssists)= p0 + pirookie + p2GP + p3TOI/G + p4shots + p5+/- +
p6PIMS + p7blkshts + pgchg.tm + 8j

(3.5)

The following table is a sample of how player production was measured and studied by
displaying the top ten rookie goal scorers from the 2008-2009 NHL season.
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Table 3.3

11

Top Ten Rookie Goal Scorers for 2008-2009 Season

1

Player

Team

POS

GP

G

A

+/-

PIM

S

Bobby

ANA

R

64

31

26

13

33

174

DAL

L

77

24

13

-11

51

171

TB

C

79

23

23

-13

39

181

CHI

L

78

22

31

15

55

139

STL

C

76

21

26

19

16

143

FLA

C

79

21

24

10

22

158

BOS

R

81

21

24

36

46

150

TOR

C

78

20

28

-8

92

120

NYI

R

65

18

21

-6

36

165

DAL

L

55

17

12

-8

8

81

Ryan
2

James

Neal
3

Steven

4

Kris

Stamkos
Versteeg

5

Patrik
Berglund

6

Michael
Frolik

7

Blake

8

Mikhail

Wheeler
Grabovski
9

Kyle

Okoposo
10

Fabian
Brunnstrom

Conclusion

This chapter has been essential for the motivation, development, and explanation
of a method to determine if a sophomore slump exists from first to second year players in
the NHL. From the model, there are ten independent variables, known as determinants,

which will affect player productivity in positive or negative way. Specifically, the ten onice variables will be used to see if they affect the amount of goals or assists a player
accumulates in a season. Overall, eight separate regression equations will be utilized to

11 NHL.com Individual Player Statistics http://www.nhl.com/ice/playerstats.htm Feb. 2010
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prove or disprove the theory. Although it may be easy to predict how some of the
variables will affect player productivity, other variables present a more difficult challenge

which is why we only hypothesized their results . The next chapter will explain in full the
results of the thesis.

CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

The following chapter will analyze the regression results of data presented in the
previous chapter. In order to achieve the results, the dependent variables for player

productivity, goals and assists, are measured against the independent variables which are

the on-ice determinants that affect player productivity. Again, the independent variables
are: rookie (ROOKIE), average time on ice per game (TOI/G), shots (SHOTS),
plus/minus (+/-), penalty minutes (PIMS), block shots (BLKSHTS), changed team
(CHG.TM), year 2006-2007 (YR06-07), year 2007-2008 (YR07-08), and year 2008-2009
(YR08-09).

The chapter will first analyze and study the results from the pooled regression
(where every player is measured together) and the specific year regressions (where

players are measured according to the specific season in which they were a rookie and
then a sophomore). The eight different regression equations will describe the similarities

and differences among them. Moreover, a fixed effects model will also be introduced
because of normality problem found in the pooled regression. This will be touched upon
later in the chapter. Since the study of first to second year NHL players is unique and new
in regards to other sport economic studies, this chapter will also address the limitations
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and problems of the regression equations as well as possible solutions to improve on their
accuracy.

Regression Results

As stated earlier, there are eight different models that will prove or disprove the
theory of a "sophomore slump." All will be using the same dependent (player

productivity) and independent (on-ice factors that affect player productivity) variables.
The only exception and slight change throughout the models is shown in the season

specific equations which omit the year variables and the fixed effects models which omit
all dummy variables. Furthermore, the regressions are based on a four season time frame
in which 155 NHL forwards were measured twice, once as a rookie and again as a

sophomore. To simplify the results, regressions will be put into tables with their

corresponding coefficients and T-statistic. Variables with a T-statistic between -1.96 and
1.96 at 5% significance level are considered insignificant in the regression equation.

Pooled Regression: Goals and Assists

Six variables in the pooled regression model for goals are considered significant.

The first significant variable, rookie, has a negative impact on player productivity (goals).
The negative impact signifies that first year players will tend to produce fewer goals than
second year players. The number of games played for the season has a positive affect on

goals scored. As a player suits up and plays in more games throughout the year, he is
only bettering his chances to increase production. Plus/minus has a positive impact on
goals scored because a player who has more pluses than minuses tends to score more
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goals or be on the ice when his line is scoring goals. Shots have a positive affect on the
regression model as well. This is highly significant because a high number of shot

attempts usually translates to more goals. Surprisingly, block shots has a negative impact
on goals scored. The only explanation for its significance is that if a player is focused
more on blocking shots (primarily a defensive aspect of the game) than they will be less

inclined to play offense. Average time on ice also has a positive affect on goals scored.
This makes sense because a player who spends more time on the ice per game will have

more chances of producing. Table 4.1 shows the regression results for pooled goals.

Table 4.1

Regression Results: Pooled Regression-Goals

* Coefficients are the first number listed*
T-Statistics are in parentheses
Variable

Dependent Variable: Goals

C

-0.287417
(-1.598570)

ROOKIE

-0.150764
(-1.975839)

GP

0.015864

(6.392627)
+/-

0.010497
(3.503573)

SHOTS

0.005900

(6.741686)
PIMS

-0.001203
(-1.675625)

BLKSHTS.

-0.004982
(-2.213123)

TOI/G

0.080541
(5.877154)

CHG.TM.

-0.128766
(-0.936017)
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YR.06-07

-0.032574
(-0.363189)

YR.07-08

-0.057148

(-0.651225)
YR.08-09

-0.024728

(-0.204559)

R-Squared

0.756849

Adjusted R-Squared

0.747087

Looking at the R-squared and adjusted R-squared values of 0.756849 and
0.747087 respectfully, the independent variables in this model account for roughly 75.6%
of the variance in the dependent variable goals. The model's F-statistic of 77.53365

proves that all the variables together are jointly significant at a 1% significance level.
Focusing on the topic of this thesis, ROOKIE had a negative impact on goals scored at a
5% level of significance. This implies that first year players of this study produced fewer

goals than second year players which disproves the theory of a "sophomore slump." With
that said, the model has a problem regarding normality which is based off the Jarque-

Bera test.1 Given that the chi-squared number is higher than 5.99 with 2 degrees of
freedom at a 5% confidence level, the problem stems from a high population size (high
value of n) and non-normality regarding the distribution of the data.

Six variables in the pooled regression for assists are found to be significant. The
variables that prove to be significantly positive for assists as well as goals are games
played and average time on ice. Moreover, the variable that has a negative impact on

assists is block shots. Since both goals and assists are being used as the measurement for
player productivity, the explanations behind the signs of the coefficients are essentially

The Jarque-Bera number for goals is 13.16
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the same as goals. Furthermore, two different variables from the goals regression prove to
be negatively significant for assists: penalty minutes and year 2007-2008. Penalty
minutes have a negative impact on the number of assists scored. The negative coefficient
shows that the more time spent in the penalty box, the less chance for a player to
accumulate a great number of assists. Similarly, Year 2007-2008 has a surprisingly

negative affect on assists as well. The only explanation for this outcome is during the
2007-2008 NHL season, those players recorded well less than the mean number of
assists. This could be due to increased production from other veteran teammates or a

slight decrease in overall player performance during this time period. Another change

from the regression results from goals to assists is the variable change team (CHG. TM).
Although an insignificant variable for both models, the coefficient is positive for assists.
This may hint that those players who changed teams from their first to second year had an
increase in the number of assists scored. Table 4.2 shows the regression results for pooled
assists.
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Table 4.2

Regression Results: Pooled Regression-Assists
Variable
C
ROOKIE

Dependent Variable: Assists
-0.623870
(-4.395309)
-0.040879

(-0.657620)
GP

+/SHOTS

0.022408
(11.25812)

0.011546
(4.655386)
0.000910

(1.262321)
PIMS

BLKSHTS.

-0.001256

(-2.118774)
-0.010517
(-5.641085)

TOI/G
CHG.TM.

0.153581
(13.51739)
0.111145

(0.923756)
YR.06-07
YR.07-08

-0.111554

(-1.489821)
-0.153546
(-2.118742)

YR.08-09

-0.137887
(-1.393461)

R-Squared

0.824153

Adjusted R-Squared

0.817245

The R-squared and adjusted R-squared values of 0.824153 and 0.817245

respectfully for assists shows a slight increase over its counterpart. This shows that
roughly 82.4% of the variance in the variable assists is explained by the independent
variables in the model. The F-statistic of 119.2996 proves that the variables are jointly

significant at the 1% significance level. Furthermore, the variable ROOKIE proves again
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that the theory of a sophomore slump does not exist. Although the variable shows a
negative coefficient, its T-statistic is between -1.96 and 1.96 which proves that the
variable is insignificant when measured against assists at a 5% confidence level. With
that said, the Jarque-Bera test did confirm that the model has a problem with the error
terms not being normally distributed (normality). Again, the issue of normality stems
from the large population size which causes the data to be distributed unevenly.
Both models had a problem regarding heteroskedasticity. The white stat numbers

for goals and assists were 37.17739 and 43.99275 respectfully which is greater than the
chi-squared value of 24.72 at a 1% significance level with 11 degrees of freedom. This
problem was solved through E-views which adjusted the corresponding error terms when
solving for each regression. Moreover, neither of models suffered from serial correlation
as both of there corresponding T-statistics for all three lag periods were below 1.96.

Regression Results: Season Specific Goals

Focusing on specific seasons for NHL player production, the first

regression, goals in 05-06, 06-07, shows four significant variables out of a possible eight
(keeping in mind that the three year dummy variables were removed from this regression
as well as the proceeding regressions regarding players in specific seasons). Games

played, shots, and average time on ice per game positively affects player performance
while the variable penalty minutes (PIMS) has a negative affect on player performance.
Table 4.3 shows the results for this regression

2 The Jarque-Bera number for assists is 51.72. This is greater than 5.99 which proves that the problem of
normality exists.
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Table 4.3

Regression Results: Goals 2005-2006, 2006-2007
Variable

C
ROOKIE

Dependent Variable: Goals
-0.197595
(-0.577621)

-0.156583
(-1.663008)

GP

+/SHOTS
PIMS
BLKSHTS

TOI/G

CHG.TM

0.015599

(3.755329)
0.005061

(1.193731)
0.005387
(4.160941)
-0.002999

(-2.012440)
-0.000900

(-0.230289)
0.078168

(3.255379)
-0.453777
(-1.942667)

R-Squared

0.758576

Adjusted R-Squared

0.740004

The variables have the same affect on a smaller sample size as they do in the
pooled regressions so their explanations continue to be the same. Furthermore, the
variable that concerns this thesis, ROOKIE, is insignificant regarding goals scored in 0506, 06-07. This again negates the theory of a "sophomore slump." Moreover, the R-

squared and adjusted R-squared values are 0.758576 and 0.740004 respectfully. This
entails that 75.8% of the variation in the dependent variable, goals, is explained by the
independent variables included in the model The F-statistic is 40.84708 which means

that all variables as a group are jointly significant at the 1% significance level.
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Results for the regression goals 06-07, 07-08 show four variables to be significant

in regards to player productivity. Games played, plus/minus, and average time on ice per

game have a positive affect while rookie is the lone variable with a negative affect. The
following table shows the results for the regression goals 06-07, 07-08.

Table 4.5

Regression Results: Goals 2006-2007, 2007-2008
Variable

C
ROOKIE
GP

+/SHOTS
PIMS
BLKSHTS

Dependent Variable: Goals
-0.843768
(-2.754887)
-0.282337

f-2.521789)
0.021871
(5.087247)
0.022862
(3.712614)

0.003383

(1.738055)
-0.001117

(-0.658475)
0.002671
(0.646062)

TOI/G

0.103912

CHG.TM

0.058686

R-Squared

0.843475

Adjusted R-Squared

0.824785

3.952809

0.283270

Foremost, the R-squared and adjusted R-square values of the regression are

0.843475 and 0.824785 which means that the independent variables account for roughly
84.3% of the variance in this model. The F-statistic is 45.13070 meaning all the variables
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are jointly significant at the 1% significance level. Moreover, the variable that this thesis
is focusing on, ROOKIE is again negatively significant with respect to goals 06-07, 07-

08. Since the variable has a negative coefficient, players tend to score more goals in their
second year than in their first. Furthermore, this was the first regression that didn't show
any significance from the defensive measurements (penalty minutes and block shots).
The reason for the lack of defensive productivity could be that the majority of the players

during this time frame were more offensive oriented in respect to the number of goals
that they produced.

For the regression results regarding goals for the seasons 07-08, 08-09 there are
five significant variables. The variables games played, plus/minus, shots, and average

time on ice per game positively affects the model. On the other hand, block shots is the
only variable that has a negative affect. Table 4.7 shows the regression results for goals
07-08, 08-09.
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Table 4.7
Regression Results: Goals 2007-2008, 2008-2009
Variable

C

Dependent Variable: Goals
-0.230397
(-0.798928)

ROOKIE

-0.053539

(-0.521849)
GP

0.016876

(3.260133)
+/-

0.013478

(2.345536)
SHOTS

0.005165
(2.724458)

PIMS

-0.000566
(-0.604953)

BLKSHTS

-0.013422

(-3.235863)
TOI/G

0.081553
(3.495616)

CHG.TM

0.195927
(0.711173)

R-Squared

0.728814

Adjusted R-Squared

0.704161

The R-squared and adjusted R-square numbers of 0.728814 and 0.704146 tell us

that the dependent variable goals is made up of 72.9% of the variation explained by the
independent variables. Looking at the F-statistic value of 29.56257, we can conclude that
the variables are jointly significant at a 1% significance level. Furthermore, the variable
ROOKIE again shows insignificance with regards to goals in the designated time frame.

As mentioned earlier, the variable cannot be considered as a major factor for this model
due to its insignificance.
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When comparing all three models for the season specific regression regarding
goals, it's important to note that the variable rookie proved to be insignificant for two out
of the three models. For the regression result goals 06-07, 07-08, the variable was

negatively significant. As a significantly negative variable, the results show that first year
players in 2006-2007 produced less goals than in their second year 2007-2008. Combined
with the insignificant rookie variable of seasons 05-06, 06-07 and 07-08, 08-09

respectively, it can be said that entry level hockey players do, on average, increase
production from their first to second year and thus disproving the theory of a "sophomore
slump."

Fortunately, none of the season specific goal models suffered from major

econometric problems. The white stat of the season regression for goals in order of their

appearance were 21.02485, 8.483350, and 26.33798 respectfully. Since 21.024585 and
26.33798 are higher than the chi-squared number of 15.51 at 8 degrees of freedom, both
of those models suffered from heteroskedasticity. The problem was easily fixed through

E-Views by adjusting the standard errors for heteroskedasticity. Next, none of the models
suffered from normality as all of the Jarque-Bera numbers were under 5.99 (chi-square
with 2 degrees of freedom a at the 5% significance level). The numbers were 5.03217,
2.363898, and 3.039253 respectfully. Finally, none of the models suffered from serial
correlation as the T-statistics for all three lag periods were below 1.96.

Regression Results: Season Specific Assists

Five independent variables were found to be significant with assists as the

measure for player performance during the seasons of 05-06, 06-07. The variables that
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have a positive affect on the model include games played, plus/minus, and average time
on ice per game. The variables that have a negative impact are penalty minutes and
rookie. Table 4.4 illustrates the results for assists in 05-06, 06-07.

Table 4.4

Regression Results: Assists 2005-2006, 2006-2007
Variable

Dependent Variable: Assists

C

-0.538722

(-1.817514)
ROOKIE

-0.190114
(-2.265874)

GP

0.024664

(6.800459)
+/-

0.011001
(2.860155)

SHOTS

0.001225

(1.037529)
PIMS

-0.003230

(-2.412268)
BLKSHTS

-0.006863
(-1.929291)

TOI/G

0.132918
(5.986818)

CHG.TM

0.104613
(0.402814)

R-Squared

0.782243

Adjusted R-Squared

0.765492

The R-squared and adjusted R-squared numbers are 0.782243 and 0.765492
respectfully. This shows that 78.2% of the variation in the dependent variable, assists, is
explained by the independent variable included in the model. The F-statistic, which test
for goodness of fit, is 46.69951 which means that all the variables are jointly significant
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at the 1% significance level. Furthermore, the variable ROOKIE was negatively
significant in this equation. Even though the variable shows significance, its negative
affect on player productivity (assists) proves that a player's second year (2006-2007) in
the league should be more productive than his first (2005-2006) in terms of assists.
There are four variables that are significant for the regression assists 06-07, 07-08.

The variables that are found to be positively significant include games played,
plus/minus, and average time on ice per game. The variable that is negatively significant
is block shots. Table 4.6 shows the results of the model regarding assists for the seasons
06-07, 07-08.

Table 4.6

Regression Results: Assists 2006-2007, 2007-2008
Variable

C
ROOKIE

Dependent Variable: Assists
-0.688131

(-2.845886)
-0.055775

(-0.626565)
GP

+/SHOTS

0.017607
(5.112502)
0.011280

(2.243358)
0.000329

(0.209186)
PIMS

-1.05E-05
(-0.007404)

BLKSHTS

-0.009006

(-2.667709)
TOI/G

0.173737
(8.225706)

CHG.TM

R-Squared

-0.007180
(-0.042675)
0.866427
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Adjusted R-Squared

0.850237

Turning again towards the variable that concerns this thesis, ROOKIE did not
have a significant affect on player performance (assists). Again, the result negates the
theory of a second year slump in the NHL. The R-squared and adjusted R-squared values
of 0.866427 and 0.850237 show that the independent variables make up for roughly
86.6% of the variation in the model. Furthermore, the F-statistic of 53.51413 proves that
all the variables are jointly significant at the 1% significance level.

In the final regression, four variables are shown to be significant. Games played,
plus/minus, and average time on ice per game are positively significant while the
defensive measurement block shots is the lone variable that shows negative significance.
The regression results are illustrated in the following table.
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Table 4.8

Regression Results: Assists 2007-2008, 2008-2009
Variable
C
ROOKIE

Dependent Variable: Assists
-1.137898

(-5.184453)
0.032507

(0.423749)
GP
+/-

0.027930

(7.071460)
0.012431
(2.730238)

SHOTS

-0.001287

(-0.874485)
PIMS

-0.000805

(-1.081450)
BLKSHTS

-0.018051
(-5.486922)

TOI/G

0.179206
(9.900922)

CHG.TM

0.211491
(0.969006)

R-Squared

0.857213

Adjusted R-Squared

0.845188

Again, the variable ROOKIE shows no significance in relation to the number of
assists scored for the seasons 07-08, 08-09. As an insignificant variable, the theory of
decreased player production from first to second year NHL players is shown to be

invalid. Additionally, the R-squared and adjusted R-squared numbers of 0.857213 and
0.845188 respectfully, make up for 85.7% of the variance in this model. The variables
also show a goodness of fit as the F-statistic is 71.29065. Notably, the results for assists

07-08, 08-09 was the only regression that shows the variable shots as having a negative
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coefficient. Although the variable is not significant to this regression, it is difficult to
fathom that the less shots a player attempts leads to an increase in the number of assists.
The three season specific regression results for assists were similar to the season

specific results for goals. Contrary to the goal results, the assists results showed the
season of 05-06, 06-07 as the only season where the ROOKIE variable was significant.

Since the variable was negatively significant, we can say that players during that time
period on average produced more assists in their second year than in their first.
Comparing this season to the other seasons which had the rookie variable as insignificant,
we can again conclude that the theory of a "sophomore slump" does not exist and players
tend to increase production from their first to second year.

Fortunately, the season specific models for assists didn't suffer from severe

econometric problems. In testing for heteroskedasticity, the white stat numbers for the

three models were as follows: 18.00295, 21.76741, and 35.28199 respectfully. Since all
of the models suffered from heterskedasticity, the problem was fixed by adjusting the
standard errors through E-Views. Next, none of the models suffered from normality as

the Jarque-Bera statistics of 4.347310, 5.646365, and 0.210769 are all below the critical
value number of 5.99. Lastly, none of the models suffered from serial correlation as all
three t-statistics for three lag periods were below 1.96.

Fixed Effects Model

To counter the normality problem found in the pooled regressions, a fixed effects

model for goals and assists were used to see if the conflict of normality can be fixed in

addition to achieving similar or improved results. A fixed effects model is a statistical
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model that represents the observed quantities in terms of explanatory variables that are all

treated as if those quantities were non-random.3 Equation 4.1 explains the fixed effects
model:

Ylt= po+ 50d2t + p,xit+ a;+ uit,

t=l, 2
(4.1)

In the notation Yit, i denotes the cross-sectional unit (in this case, the player) and t
denotes the time period. The variable d2t is a dummy variable that equals zero when t=l
and one when t=2. The variable as captures all unobserved, time-constant factors that

affect Yit and the variable uit is an error term that represents the unobserved factors that
change over time and affect Yit. Because a\ is constant over time, we can difference the
data across two years and write the two years as:

Yil= (Po + SO) + frxs + aj + ui2

ai+uit,

(t=2)

(t=l)

By subtracting the second equation from the first, we get the final equation:

(4.2)

3 Jeffrey M. Wooldridge. "Introductory Econometrics: A Modern Approach." 4th ed. Mason, OH: South
western Cengage Learning, 2009. CH.13. 456-58.
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Applying the same application to NHL player production, we can re-write the player

production model as a fixed effects model. Notably, the dummy variables ROOKIE,

CHG. TM., YR.06-07, YR07-08, and YR08-09 were removed because the difference of
T=l and T=2 will remain as the number 1. By doing this transformation, the new player
production model will look as follows:

ALog(Yplayer production)^ 80+ AfrGP + A(32SHOTS + A(33+/- +
AP4PIMS + A(35BLKSHTS + Ap6TOI/G +
Ae;

(4.3)

The results for the fixed effects models were similar to the results of the pooled

regressions. Because the fixed effects model takes the difference of each player's rookie
and sophomore season, the interpretation of the results have to be slightly altered.
Looking at the significant variables of each model, +/- and SHOTS showed significance
for both goals and assists. In addition to these variables, PIMS showed negative

significance with regards to assists. This would make sense as the negative difference in
penalties (players had less penalties in their second year) would lead to more ice time and
thus more chances of scoring an assist. The following tables are the results for both goals
and assists as fixed effects models.
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Table 4.9

Fixed Effects Model Results: Goals
Variable

Dependent Variable: Goals

C

0.890831
(6.148364)
0.006822

GP

(0.902907)
0.020327

+/-

(2.735957)
0.010984

SHOTS

(3.423092)
-0.002348

PIMS

(-0.887149)
-0.001056

BLKSHTS.

(-0.184156)
0.037728

TOI/G

(0.733999)

R-Squared

0.387476

Adjusted R-Squared

0.335713

Table 4.10

Fixed Effects Model Results: Assists
Variable

Dependent Variable: Goals

C

1.272269

GP

+/SHOTS
PIMS
BLKSHTS.

(9.064798)

0.008635
(1.265158)
0.027217

C4.447579)
0.008191
(3.018313)
-0.007407

(-2.282118)
-0.001170

(-0.223591)
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TOI/G

0.090374

(1.910100)

R-Squared

0.473352

Adjusted R-Squared

0.427556

Foremost, the R-squared and adjusted R-squared values decreased when

compared to the pooled regression equations. This may be due to the decrease in variance

from the independent variables with regards to the dependent variable. Although this is
the case, the numbers are still respectable enough to consider the results. The problem
with normality was also fixed as the Jarque-Bera numbers for the goals and assists
models are 3.321276 and 0.380373 respectfully. The numbers mentioned are

substantially lower than 5.99 and proves that these models do not suffer from normality.
Turning the focus onto player production from first to second year NHL players, the
results disprove the theory of a "sophomore slump." Although not all of the variables are

significant, most have a positive coefficient meaning that a player's second season tends
to be more productive than his first regardless of whether it is goals or assists.

Conclusion

The regression results of the study are very similar to the hypothesis of this thesis.

The actual coefficients of the variables were almost identical to their predicted value (this
table can be seen in the methodology/data chapter). The only variable that differed from
its predicted sign was block shots. Although it is considered a defensive measurement, it
was my belief that it could help with offensive player production, but in reality the
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variable showed a negative coefficient for almost every model. Furthermore, the
variables games played (GP) and average time on ice per game (TOI/G) showed positive
significance for every model. Clearly, the increase of ice time will translate into more

opportunity to produce. Additionally, the variable plus/minus (+/-) was positively

significant for all but one of the models which shows its correlation to the two mentioned
variables. As a measurement of overall offensive and defensive awareness, a player who
is constantly on the "plus" side of the statistic usually plays a lot of minutes which again
translates into more opportunity for production. On another note, the variable change
team (CHG. TM) was the only variable that wasn't significant for any of the regressions.
This was to be expected as most players do not get traded after only one year in the
league.

The variable that this thesis concerns, ROOKIE, proved that the theory of a

sophomore slump was not valid throughout all of the regressions regardless if it was the
pooled regression, the season specific regression, or the fixed effects model regressions.

Five out of the ten regression results had the variable rookie as insignificant which
defines the variable as having little to no affect on player production. The other five
regression results had rookie as significant, but its affect on player production was

negative. As a negatively significant variable, it's evident that first year players tend to

produce less than second year players. This theory holds true regardless of whether the
dependent variable of player production was goals or assists. The fixed effects model
hinted at the same results. Most of the variables coefficients were positive which means

that the difference between first and second year player production is positive as well.
With that said, shirking proved to be insignificant in regards first and second year players
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in the NHL. Although there may be unobservable factors which did decrease the
production of some of the players, this thesis found that the players as a whole show
improvement through their first two seasons.

Looking at the study and models as a whole, none of the models showed severe

problems with heteroskedasticity or correlation of the variables which only further
validates the results of the thesis. With that said, there were a few limitations that may
have hindered the study or models. As mentioned before, both pooled regressions had a
problem with non-normality which is probably due to the large size of the data sets.

Given the problem of normality, we can only make assertions based on the results of the
pooled regressions. This conflict was solved through the fixed effects models which
hindered comparable results. Furthermore, none of the year specific equations had a stern

problem with normality, heteroskedasticity, and/or serial correlation which proves that
these models are more than efficient to make a valid conclusion regarding player
productivity from first to second year players in the NHL.

I would have liked to expand the number of seasons to fully disprove the topic of

this thesis. In order to complete this thesis on time, four full NHL seasons were the ample
amount I could have used to fully analyze and draw valid conclusions. Moreover, I would
have liked to stretch the study to the beginning of the decade and analyzed roughly 400
players over a ten season span. Additionally, I would have taken into account other
alternate variables that still measure player production. For instance, I would incorporate

technology, physical fitness, and overall playing style of the game to see if these outside
factors could affect player productivity as well.

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

Summary

The following chapter will provide a short summary of the research performed,
particularly as an overview of the thesis and its results. In addition, this chapter will also
look at contributions to the theory, practical applications, and areas of future research.
The topic of this thesis, NHL player production from first to second year players,
focused only on 1st to 2nd year NHL forwards to determine if there is a relationship

between decreased player productivity and second year NHL experience. In other words,
this thesis attempted to prove or disprove the theory of a "sophomore slump." In order to
find the answer for this question, the thesis first looked at previous studies in relation to
player production in the NHL.

Many sports economists have studied player production in the past, but to the best
of my knowledge, this was the first paper to study NHL player production from first to

second year players specifically. Finding the motivation and previous research in relation
to NHL player production was difficult to achieve. As for the topic itself, many sports

economists have studied the idea of "shirking" in professional sports, especially during
contract years. As stated in the literature review chapter, shirking is another word for not
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trying hard in order to avoid responsibilities. Although it is believed that there is an
incentive for professional athletes to increase performance during the last year of their
contract in anticipation to sign a new lucrative contract, many authors claim there is no
definitive conclusion given the stochastic nature of player production. Furthermore,
coming to a valid conclusion regarding shirking is also difficult because of the

complexity to truly measure the variable in any sport. Overall, the general consensus is
that shirking in professional sports is insignificant.

Since there have been a select number of studies regarding NHL player
production, discovering a model that could be integrated into this thesis wasn't too

difficult of a task. Most authors used player productivity as the dependent variable and
measured it against the factors that affected player productivity (independent variables).
For example, to find the relationship between player performance and ethnicity, one

author measured points per game against height, age, handedness, birth place etc. In order
to answer the question of first to second year NHL player production, the model

incorporates similar framework as its predecessors, but is better suited to fit the data of
this thesis.

Statistical data for every NHL rookie forward from the seasons 2005-2009 were
gathered to perform a quantitative analysis. In all, 155 players were measured over a two

year time frame (measured according to a player's status: either as a rookie for their first
year or as a sophomore for their second year). Specifically, eleven independent variables

(also known as the on-ice determinants for player production) were calculated against the
two separate dependent variables of player production (goals and assists) to determine if
the dependent variables are affected by the independent variables. To ensure that the
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results are valid, ten separate models were used to measure player productivity including
two pooled regressions (measuring every player together), four regressions that were

specific to a season for a group of players (for example rookie and sophomore players
from the seasons 2005-2006 and 2006-2007), and two fixed effects model regressions to
counter for the problem of normality found in the pooled regressions.

Of the pooled and season specific models, two independent variables were found

to be positively significant for every model: Games played (GP) and average time on ice
per game (TOI/G). Moreover, the variables plus/minus (+/-) and shots (SHOTS) showed
positive significance for most of the models as well. Games played seem to have the
strongest impact on player production. Taking into consideration other positively
significant variables, the more games that a player plays in would lead to more

opportunity to increase their player production and thus have more on-ice success. As for
the variable that this thesis concerns, rookie (ROOKIE) was found to be negatively
significant for some models and not statistically significant for others. To simplify these
results, either outcome would disprove the theory of a sophomore slump. An insignificant
rookie variable can't be taken into consideration and a negatively significant variable
shows that second year players would produce more than first year player.

Contributions to Other Theories and Practical Applications

The results found in this study are equivalent to other studies of similar nature. As

mentioned previously, this thesis can be related to the topic of shirking in professional
sports. Although there has not been a study that concentrates specifically on shirking in
the NHL, the results and conclusions of this thesis and other studies can be used to
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improve on the topic of shirking and player production. Like other past studies of

shirking, this thesis found that shirking does not exist in the NHL as shown by the
general increase of player production from first to second year players. This finding is
important to the theory of shirking because it further supports the general consensus

among sport economists that shirking is, for the most part, statistically non-existent.

Since shirking has been collectively disproved by many studies, it may show that an

athlete's motivation isn't solely based on salary and bonuses. Additionally, this might
also imply that athletes put forth the same amount of effort regardless of potential
financial gains. In relation to the study of this thesis, the incentive to consistently perform
may stem from those factors. For example, a young player who is in his first couple of
years in the league would want to remain there to establish himself financially. As we

know, money can be a potent incentive to succeed. In addition to being financially
motivated, the need for job security would also entice players to produce on a daily basis.
With the focus of this thesis on the NHL, the results may help NHL general

managers (GM's) and coaches shape young players into future all stars. With an expected

team salary cap of approximately $57 million dollars for 2009-20101, GM's must build
their team in an efficient manner. Given the value of every dollar, GM's and other front
office officials cannot afford to make mistakes especially when it comes to signing
players to long term contracts. With that being said, this thesis offers many direct and
practical applications.

The results of this thesis disproved the theory of a "sophomore slump" and found
that the majority of players tend to increase production in their second season of playing.
Depending on the productivity of the player, it may be beneficial for a GM to sign an
1 NHL Numbers, www.nhlnumbers.com/Ma.rch 10, 2010
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average to above average player to a short term contract with a moderate salary. Since the
results of this thesis show an increase in player productivity over the first couple of years,

players would theoretically still improve under the financially efficient contract. If the

player continues to produce after the expiration of the short term contract, then the GM
should then decide to sign him for the long term at an increased salary. In other words,
players would truly have to prove themselves to the team and front office that they

deserve to be signed to longer and more lucrative deals. Furthermore, the move to short
term contracts is also financially safer because if the player does not perform, the team
can cut ties with him at a low cost.

Another finding from the results would help coaches develop young players in

order for them to reach their full potential. As stated earlier, the amount of games played
and average time on ice per game were significant in every model implying that on-ice

player productivity correlates strongly to playing time. Players who receive an increase in
playing time will also gain on ice experience which could be valuable to a team in the

future. Moreover, the young players who receive more playing time will also be inclined
to reach their full potential at a faster pace. This again, could prove to be beneficial to a
team in the future.

Future Study

Since the study of first to second year player production in the NHL is unique and
new with respect to other studies of athletic performance, there are aspects of the thesis
that can be used for future and continuing research. As stated earlier from the conclusion

section of the results chapter, this study would be improved upon if the number of
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seasons analyzed was increased. Doing so will assure for more accurate results with
regards to player productivity over an increased amount of time.

An area for future research would be to use this same study but include
defenseman and goalies. By incorporating goalies and defenseman into the study, we may
compare and contrast the different positions of hockey and determine which position
ultimately has the highest production in regards to rookie and sophomore players. In

addition to including the other positions, different dependent variables would also be

needed to measure the productivity for defenseman and goalies. Along with goals and

assists for forwards, I would suggest that defenseman be measured by plus/minus and
penalty minutes to determine their productivity. Additionally, goaltenders would be best
analyzed by using save percentage and average goals against per game.

Lastly, the study of first to second year player production could be carried over to

the other major North American sports like the MLB (Major League Baseball), the NBA
(National Basketball Association) and the NFL (National Football League). Given the
differences in entry level salaries, means of production, marketability of certain players,

etc. it would be fascinating to see if the theory of a "sophomore slump" exists among the
professional athletes of other sports.
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